A professor stands in the front of the classroom with a book in hand. Four students populate
the desks.
Students and staff work outside on large art pieces with a steamroller near by.
A professor with a lab coat and safety classes helps two students in lab coats with safety glasses
in a science lab.
A student rides a camel at a campus event.
Still image of the Observatory with the sign that reads, “Observatory: Lecture Hall.”
Students play games at an outdoor campus event.
Three students walk and talk on campus.
Sped up footage of students filtering in and out of the nutrition lab during an event.
A professor holds a snake in his hands as three students look at it and take pictures with their
phone during an outdoor class.
Art students and professors gather around a steamroller as it rolls over an art piece laying on
plywood during the steamroller event.
A professor holding papers teaches in front of a classroom where several students populate the
desk.
A student performs bench press in the fitness center.
Two student athletes work out on the rowing machine as their coach stands by.
Students dance to music while lights flash during a campus event.
A pan of a building during a sunny day and a sign outside the building that reads, “Hunt Hall”
and the address of the building slightly blurry. A sign on the lamp post outside the building
reads, “Fulfilling the Promise.”
Nursing students and faculty in red Indiana University branded scrubs and clothing stand in a
circle talking.
A student in a lab coat holds up a vile of green liquid with blue-gloved hands in a lab setting.
A professor in a lab coat helps a student in a lab coat with a microscope in a lab setting.

Three people stand in a busy hallway talking and smiling.
The camera pans down a hallway crowded with graduating students. The students are wearing
their caps and gowns and waving to the camera.
A quick shot of students standing in their graduation attire.
The Chancellor greets a smiling graduate as the graduate crosses the stage in their graudation
attire.
A student poses for a picture holding their diploma in their graduation gear.
Two graduates in their graduation attire pose for a selfie while one holds their cell phone.
From the first-person perspective, the camera walks through a hallway lined with professors in
their graduation attire. A professor holds up their hand for a high five while smiling.
From the first-person perspective, a graduate walks across the stage to see the faculty and staff
on stage gathering their diploma.
The Chancellor hands the diploma to the graduate and shakes their hand, saying
“Congratulations!”
A quick pan across a building on a bright day with blue sky and clouds.
The Indiana University logo appears at the top of the screen on a red tab. The words, “Indiana
University Kokomo, Fulfilling the Promise” appear on the screen.

